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ABSTRACT 
There are few normal Hessenberg matrices. The connection with moment matrices 
sheds light on the global convergence of the QR algorithm for nonsymmetric matrices. 
INTRODUCTION 
The subject of this note arose in the study of conditions for the con- 
vergence of the QR algorithm [l]. Necessary and sufficient conditions 
for the basic algorithm, without origin shifts, applied to Hessenberg 
matrices were given in [Z]. Interest now centers on accelerated versions. 
In [3] it was shown that the single shift strategy of Francis can be identified 
with the classical Rayleigh Quotient Iteration and, further, that his double 
shift strategy can be identified with a generalized Rayleigh Quotient 
Iteration. A global convergence theorem was given, but only for Hermitian 
matrices. In [4] H. Buurema extends this result to normal Hessenberg 
matrices. This is important because it is the first global result for non- 
symmetric matrices. In [5] Lebaud shows that for any unreduced Hessen- 
berg matrix it is safe to switch from the basic to the double shift strategy 
ultimately, when certain conditions have been fulfilled. In [6] Wilkinson 
proves that a slightly more complicated strategy always leads to conver- 
gence in the important special case of symmetric tridiagonal matrices. 
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In this note we point out that there are, unfortunately, few normal 
Hessenberg matrices. Our considerations suggest why Buurema’s exten- 
sion was possible and also the difficulty in analyzing the nonnormal case. 
Let M, denote the space of n x n complex matrices. The Hessenbergs, 
defined by hij = 0, i > i + 1, form a subspace of dimension (n2 + 3% - 2)/2. 
For standard reasons, given at the beginning of [2], it suffices to consider 
the subset H, of unreduced Hessenbergs (Jz~+~,~ # 0). Both H, and the set 
of normal matrices are invariant under unitary scaling; i.e., A ---t DAD* 
where D* = D-l is diagonal. Consequently we confine attention to H,+, 
thesubsetinwhichh,+,,i>O,i=l ,..., n-l. 
COUNTING NORMAL HESSENBERG MATRICES 
How many elements in H,+ are normal ? We shall answer this question 
by revealing a correspondence between H,+ and the set T,+ of upper 
triangular matrices with positive diagonal and then identifying those 
triangles which correspond to normal matrices. A little more notation will 
be helpful. 
Any set Z of n complex numbers can serve as the eigenvalues (or 
spectrum) of either a Hessenberg or a normal matrix. Let H,+(Z) denote 
the equivalence class of all elements in H,+ with spectrum Z. Let ,Z’ = 
{A,, ., A,} and W = (wl,. . . , w,>. The moment matrix M(Z, W) = 
(mij) is defined by 
mij = 2 Wk(J~)i-l.lkj-l. 
k=l 
It is positive definite if wlc > 0, K = 1,. . . , n, and the 1, are distinct. The 
weights will always be normalized to satisfy zi=i wR = 1, wk > 0. As 
will appear, the corresponding normalization of T,+ yields T,+(l), the 
elements in T,+ whose (1, 1) elements are unity. 
The Choleski factor of a positive definite P in M, is the element R E T,+ 
such that P = R*R. 
We can now give our answer to the question posed above. 
THEOREMS. 2;or each spectrum Z there is a l-l correspondence between 
H,+(E) and T,+(l). In H,+(E) there aye no normal matrices unless the 
elements of 2 aye distinct in which case an element is normal if and only 
if it corresponds to the inverse of the Choleski factor of M(Z, W) foY some 
normalized set of weights W. 
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Remark. There are (12 - 1) degrees of freedom for the W and 
(n2 + PZ - 2)/2 for the T. 
Before proceeding to the proof we recall that the Frobenius normal 
form F is a direct sum of companion matrices. A companion matrix C of 
a polynomial tn - cyl: y$j is a matrix in H,+ of the form 
1 
0 0 0 Yo 
1 0 0 
C= 
0 1 0 
-0 0 1 Yl I y2 Y3 , for n =4. 
If A E M, is not derogatory then its Frobenius form is actually the compan- 
ion matrix of A’s characteristic polynomial. It is related to the (lower) 
Jordan canonical form J by the Vandermonde matrix V = VJ. For 
example, 
The following result is classical but can be found in convenient form 
in [7]. 
LEMMA. Let J be the lower Jordan form and F the upper Frobeniw form 
of H E H,. Then 
(i) H = R-lFR, R E T,, 
(ii) F = V-rJV. 
Proof of Theorem. Consider equation (i) of the lemma. By direct 
calculation hi+l,$ = Yii/ri+l,i+l. There is no loss of generality in putting 
yrl = 1 and so if H E H,+ then R E T,+(l). 
We claim that R is unique. This follows from the fact that 
the elements of R are determined explicitly by the Danilevsky method for 
reducing H to F. To avoid reference to numerical procedures we set 
H = Ri-lFR, = R,-lFR2 with Ri, R, E T,+(l). With R = Rr - Rs we 
have RH = FR. Equating the jth columns on each side and rearranging 
we obtain 
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Yj+1 G Ilej+1 = FY~ - ~~,k,j hj+l,j, j=l,...,n- 1. 
i=l 
By our normalization rl = 0 and so, by finite induction, R = 0. 
We turn now to distinguish those R E T,+(l) which yield normal 
matrices II = R-lFR. Any matrix in H, + is nonderogatory. This means 
that if 2 contains fewer than n distinct values then all HE H,+(Z) 
are defective-but no normal matrix is defective (not diagonalizable). 
Now suppose that all the lj in 2Y are distinct. Let A = diag(iii, . . . , I,) 
= J. By Eq. (ii) of the lemma 
H = T-lFT = T-r(V-lAV)T = T-l(V-la-lAaV)T, 
where a is any matrix which commutes with A. Since the 2, are distinct a 
must be diagonal. We may normalize a so that trace(nn) = 1. 
H is normal if and only if there exist a and T such that BVT is unitary; 
T+V*QVT = I, the identity matrix, 
where Q = L\a = diag( 16112,. . ., 18,/2). Set wii = 16i12 > 0, then 
v*s2v = M(Z, W), 
the unique moment matrix of Z with normalized weights SPIT, j = 1,. . . , n. 
Let M(Z, W) = R*R be its unique Choleski decomposition. Certainly 
II E T,+ but, by considering the (1, 1) element of R*R, we have ~fi = 
~ii = 2%~~ = El&l2 = 1. So R E T,+(l). 
To each set of normalized weights W there corresponds a unique 
positive diagonal matrix a, with cYj = wj1J2, and BVT is unitary if and only 
if T = R-l. Note that T,+(l) is closed under inversion. This completes 
the proof. n 
CONNECTIONS WITH THE QR ALGORITHM 
The set of normal Hessenberg matrices is invariant under the QR 
algorithm. So is the subset with real spectrum, i.e., the symmetric tri- 
diagonal matrices. Thus the sequence {Hk) produced by the QR algorithm 
from some normal H, E H, corresponds to a sequence {W,} in the set of 
normalized weights. We shall show that the weights transform in a simple 
manner. 
Being wise after the event we suggest that this analysis will explain, 
in an algebraic fashion, why the convergence results for the symmetric 
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case could be extended to the normals in H,+. They correspond to the same 
sequence of weights; the reality of the spectrum is not essential. The 
analysis also suggests that further extensions in H,+ will require some new 
insights. 
Let A = diag(il,, , A,) be the Jordan form of a normal matrix H G 
HI in H,+. Thus & # A,, i # j. Let {H,} be the QR sequence from H,; 
let D, = diag(dl(k), . , d,(k)) where di(k) = VG and W, = (wi(k)) is the 
normalized weight for H,. That is, 
H, = (D,VR,)*A(D,VR,), R, E T,+(l), D,VR,c is unitary. (1) 
It is convenient to write 
D,VR, = 6, H, = 6*Aii 
There are standard formulas in QR analysis, see [l], which express 
H k+l in terms of H,. Let H, k = PkSk be the unitarv-triangular factoriza- 
tion of HI”. Thus Sk E T,+. Then 
M IC+I = P,*H,P, 
= (H,“S,-l)*H1(HlkS~-l), 
= (Ak~S,-l)*A(Ali~S,~l). (2) 
We compare Eqs. (1) and (2). Since Ak6S,-1 = 6P, is the unitary matrix 
of eigenvectors of Hk+l it is unique to within a unitary diagonal factor A,, 
say. Thus 
A,A@S,-l = D,+lVR,+l, 
= Dk+1D1-16R1-1R,+1. 
But 6*(diag)6 = R1-lR,+lS1c E T,+ implies that (diag) = z,I for some 
scalar tk. So 
D k+l = A,A”DIzl,. 
Since Wk+l is normalized, rk = {~(dj(1)~iljlk)2}-1’2. We have proved 
THEOREMS. Dk+l=lAlkDl~k, k=l, 2,. where jAI=diag(l;lrI,. . .$,I). 
Up to this point there has been no point to ordering the eigenvalues. 
Now we label them so that 
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If lil,l < I&_i1 then ‘w,(“)/wF!i + 0 as k + 00, and consequently hg!_i + 0 
too. This is what is wanted. 
If the algorithm is used with a sequence of origin shifts oR then a 
different sequence {I&> is obtained and the weights {qlc} satisfy 
fi)k+r = jR - Cr,I~C&. 
The simplest nonzero choice of shift is ok = AFJ which corresponds to 
the classical Rayleigh Quotient Iteration, see [3]. We can describe 
h:J = en*&en in terms of the weights. We have 
fi, = ii,&H,?,_, = (&V&)*A(i&J&). 
Let Y be the positive vector, depending only on A, defined by 
Then 
‘ui = le,*V-ie,(. 
u E (fikViiG)en = bk-iV--l*iik-i*en, since (fikVfi,) is unitary, 
= Ck-‘(V-l*e,)pk, since ti,-l is upper triangular. 
SO 
and 
ak+l = +%a hfktl) = Z;lj(vj/liij - ak~d,‘k))2/Z(v,/~lj - alclZj(b))2. 
As Buurema points out in [4], ale is the center of mass of masses 
inversely proportional to the dj (lcj2 placed at the lj. The next step re- 
distributes the masses, multiplying each by a factor inversely proportional 
to the square of its distance from the mass center. This suggests, but does 
not prove, that ak --+ 1,. 
Buurema’s proves, among other things, the striking fact that 
!@k - ak1)enl12 . IS a monotone decreasing function of k. Now, because 
H, is normal, 
and 
@$_i12 = I Ien*& - a,I) I lz2 = ,Z( llj - akl~j/~~(“))2/~(~,/~~(k))2. 
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This last expression is the moment of inertia of the masses about their 
center of mass. 
The results of Buurema extend immediately to all normal matrices. 
It is only necessary to define the polynomials which determine the shifts in 
a way that is free of matrix elements. Of more importance is the question 
of nonnormal matrices in H,+. Not only does the correspondence with 
simple weights vanish but the polynomials mentioned above, of which we 
only considered t - i:!, lose their crucial minimizing property. 
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